


We invite you to join the 
inaugural IJM Venture Council 
created to launch IJM into the 
next era of possibilities and to 
change history for good.



Rescue millions, protect half 
a billion, and make justice 
for the poor unstoppable.
2030 VISION



IN ADDITION, YOU COMMIT TO

     An initial two-year term: 2019-2020

     Overnight retreat once a year (Spring 2019 — Save the date coming soon)

     Virtual retreat once a year (Fall 2019)

The IJM Venture Council is a key part of making the 2030 Vision a reality. This special 

council will consist of our most strategic investors and champions: leaders with 

exceptional experience and knowledge from a variety of fields who are passionate 

about IJM’s mission. You are uniquely positioned to help us identify and activate the 

resources needed to end slavery and make justice for the poor unstoppable.

As an IJM Venture Council member, we invite you to leverage your impact by 

channeling your:

CAPITAL

Council members will continue to invest the significant capital that is needed to fuel 

the mission.

CONNECTIONS 

Council members will thoughtfully connect IJM to strategic networks and spheres of 

influence where other potential high-impact champions can be identified to scale the 

mission.

COUNSEL

We want to equip this small circle of leaders with Board-level briefings, updates 

and data so you can substantively brainstorm and innovate with us to find strategic 

approaches for achieving the ambitious financial goals of the 2030 Vision.

THE IJM VENTURE COUNCIL

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

     Throughout the year, you will receive Board-level briefings and updates from senior 

leaders that take you close to the strategic center of the mission.

     We will equip you with data and backgrounders that empower substantive insight to 

the mission and what your investment is achieving.

     It is our intention and joyful prayer that deep friendships would develop as a 

byproduct of this council, and that you will enjoy belonging to a unique fellowship of 

excellence that loves Jesus and justice.

     You will have a profound effect on IJM’s future in enabling us to end slavery for good 

and make justice for the poor unstoppable.




